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The Earth is in emergency

The temperature left for us  is 0.5 degrees;

The remaining time is less than 10 years

The cause of the climate crisis is capitalism

South Korea is a 'climate villain' country
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"Europe to Alaska... Global Heat Struck" (Yonhap News. 2019.7.4)
"Global Warming May End Half of Amazon's Lives Extinct"

(Yonhap News. 2018.3.14)
 

Heat waves, floods, cold weather, wildfires, sea level rise, and bioextinction
have become common phenomena, and the emergency lights for climate
change are already on.

"The current global average temperature has risen by about 1 degree
compared to the pre-industrial levels. To prevent damage from warming, we
need to restrict the global average temperature rise by 1.5-degrees, and by

2030, global greenhouse gas emissions must be reduced by 45% from the 2010
emission level."

- October 2018. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 'Special Report' -

After 10,000 years of ice age, global temperatures rose by 4 degrees, while
global temperatures rose by 1 degree during the 100 years since the Industrial
Revolution. Greenhouse gas emissions from the use of fossil fuels such as
petroleum and coal are the main causes. Carbon dioxide emissions were
almost at level zero in the early years of the Industrial Revolution, but it
reached 30 GT by the 2000s, with coal and oil accounting for nearly 80% of
CO2 emissions.
 
The climate crisis is called the result of 'human activity,' and in that sense, the
present age is called 'Anthropocene.' But the cause of the climate crisis is
capitalism. Since the Industrial Revolution, the greed of the capital has
exploited both human beings and nature with an emphasis on 'growth first.'
The capitalist production systems, characterized by more and cheaper
production and more consumption, resulted in endless competition and
overproduction. As a result, human survival is threatened, and nature is on the
verge of extinction.

The climate crisis is a disaster created by capitalism.

A lazy country whose climate change response is irresponsible is called a
"climate villain." South Korea is the fourth-largest CO2 emitter among all
OECD countries in 2017, up nearly 25% from a decade ago in 2007. This is in
sharp contrast to the 8.7% reduction in other OECD countries.
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Eco-friendly technology is said to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. However, the limits
were exposed by the Volkswagen emissions scandal, also known as Dieselgate or Emissionsgate.
Korea's green growth came from its four major river projects. In addition to the carbon credit
trading market, the company also wants to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by imposing carbon
taxes. However, it is becoming clear that solutions through the trading market do not work.

Technological Advances/ Marketist Methods

Are Not The Solution

It Is Possible If We Go Beyond Capitalism

Renewable Energy Conversion Must Go 3D

We Should Act Now

The climate crisis cannot be solved in a destructive capitalist production system that pursues
'more production, more labor, and more consumption.' Capitalism needs more production for
profit. The capitalist market is maintained to produce and consume more. Capitalism will not
stop using fossil fuels like coal and oil for as long as it can create profit. The reductions produced
under capitalism can be partly conducive to environmental preservation, but they take jobs and
make people's lives difficult. What we need is not "development and growth" but "coexistence"
between nature and humans. We must now dream of a different society that is free from the
capitalist production system and produces and consumes as needed.

In addition to future generations, we must now be able to live reliably with fresh air, clean water,
safe climate, and a wide variety of living things. Like some happening in Korea, photovoltaic
power generation should not be another speculation. In other words, economic decarbonization,
services/ energy decommodification, and democratization must occur at the same time. The
rights of their lives should be guaranteed, without seeing the harm of workers, socially
underprivileged and minorities in the process of transition.

Sweden's Greta Thunberg triggers youth climate action worldwide.
"If not you, who can step out? If not now, when can you act?"
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